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Fractional Vegetation Cover Estimation Algorithm
Based on Recurrent Neural Network for MODIS

250 m Reflectance Data
Duanyang Liu , Kun Jia , Mu Xia, Xiangqin Wei, Yunjun Yao, Xiaotong Zhang , and Guofeng Tao

Abstract—Fractional vegetation cover (FVC) is a critical land
surface parameter, and several large-scale FVC products have been
generated based on remote sensing data. Among these existing
products, the global land surface satellite (GLASS) FVC prod-
uct, derived from moderate resolution imaging spectroradiome-
ter (MODIS) 500 m reflectance data (MOD09A1), has achieved
complete spatial-temporal continuity and satisfying accuracy. To
further improve the spatial resolution of GLASS FVC product,
this study developed a novel FVC estimation algorithm for MODIS
250 m reflectance data based on a recurrent neural network with
the long short-term memory unit (RNN-LSTM). The RNN-LSTM
was established using sequence training samples derived from
the MODIS 250 m reflectance and GLASS FVC products, which
were conducted over three vegetation types in mid-West China.
Additionally, two machine learning methods, including the back
propagation neural network (BPNN) and multivariate adaptive re-
gression splines (MARS), were used to compare with the proposed
method. The evaluation results showed that RNN-LSTM derived
FVC had reliable spatial-temporal continuity and good consistency
with the GLASS FVC product. Furthermore, the smooth temporal
profiles of the RNN-LSTM FVC estimation indicated that the pro-
posed method was capable of capturing the temporal characteris-
tics of vegetation growth and reducing the uncertainties from the at-
mosphere and radiation. Finally, an independent validation case in
the Heihe area indicated that the RNN-LSTM algorithm achieved
the best accuracy (R2 = 0.8081, rmse = 0.0951) compared with
the BPNN (R2 = 0.7320, rmse = 0.1127) and MARS (R2 = 0.7361,
rmse = 0.1117). This study provides a new approach by showing
the potential of the RNN-LSTM method for land surface parameter
estimation and related research.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, multivariate adaptive
regression splines, neural networks, subpixel vegetation cover
mapping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A S THE essential component of the terrestrial ecosystem,
vegetation plays a crucial role in energy exchange and

biogeochemical and hydrological cycling processes [1]–[3].
Fractional vegetation cover (FVC), defined as the fraction of
green vegetation as seen from nadir [4], is usually used to
describe the growth state of land surface vegetation [5]. FVC
plays an essential role in monitoring vegetation growth and
driving the earth system models [6]–[9]. For example, FVC
data contributed to the improvement of surface air temperature
simulation in climate models [10], and reduced the prediction er-
ror of Budyko’s hydrological model over medium spatial scales
[11]. In addition, FVC was also utilized to explore the effect
of climatic/human-induced factors on vegetation cover change
in Beijing, China [12]. Therefore, large-scaled FVC estimation
with high accuracy is essential to successfully model these land
surface processes [9], [13], [14].

Due to its excellent ability to acquire earth observation data,
remote sensing is a feasible and effective tool for long-term
FVC estimation at either reginal or global scales [13], [15].
Currently, many large-scale and global FVC products have been
developed using various methods and remote sensing data. For
example, a linear inversion approach is adopted to generate
the Polarization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances
of National Centre for Space Studies (CNES/POLDER) FVC
from Advanced Earth Observing Satellites (ADEOS) [14]. The
linear relationship between FVC and difference vegetation index
(DVI) is determined based on the simulation data generated by
a kernel-driven model. However, because of the malfunction of
ADEOS satellites, there are limited earth observation data for
POLDER instrument, and the GNES/POLDER FVC product is
only available for year 1996, 1997, and 2003 [14], [16]. The
Satellite Application Facility on Land Surface Analysis (LSA
SAF) FVC product of European Organization for the Exploita-
tion of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) is generated
through a probabilistic spectral mixture analysis method, and the
product only covers Europe, Africa, and South America [17],
[18]. Additionally, both the European Space Agency/Medium
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (ESA/MERIS) and Carbon
Cycle and Change in Land Observational Products from an En-
semble of Satellites (CYCLOPES) FVC products are developed
through neural network methods. Moreover, the training samples
are obtained from the combination model of the leaf optical
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properties model PROSPECT and the scattering by arbitrarily
inclined leaves (SAIL) model [19]–[21]. However, significant
systemic underestimation is found in the CYCLOPES FVC
product, and the MERIS FVC product is no longer generated
after the completion of the project [17], [22]–[24]. According to
the corrected CYCLOPES FVC product, three different versions
of VGT bioGEOphysical FVC products (GEOV1, GEOV2, and
GEOV3) are developed based on neural network methods [4],
[25], [26]. As for these three FVC products, considerable amount
of missing data are found in the GEOV1 and GEOV3 FVC
products, especially during winter over high latitudes [27]. In
addition, the GEOV2 FVC product also presents high uncer-
tainties in low FVC values compared to the global field mea-
surements [28]. Furthermore, the Global LAnd Surface Satellite
(GLASS) FVC product is developed using the multivariate
adaptive regression splines (MARS) method based on MODIS
reflectance data, and the training sample data are generated from
high spatial resolution data (Landsat TM/ETM+) with the pixel
unmixing method [1], [29]. Validation and inter-comparison
results indicate that the GLASS FVC product achieves stable
spatiotemporal continuity and satisfactory accuracy [28]. How-
ever, an inevitable limitation of the GLASS FVC product is the
spatial resolution, which is 500 m. Given that there are 250 m
MODIS reflectance data, corresponding FVC products with the
same spatial resolution are still lacking. Thus, it is significant
to develop a reliable FVC estimation algorithm for MODIS
250 m reflectance data, which will effectively improve the spatial
resolution and performance of the GLASS FVC product and
promote further FVC applications to higher spatial resolution
research.

At present, many FVC estimation algorithms have been pro-
posed and used to generate FVC products based on remote
sensing data over a large scale. Generally, these methods can
be summarized in three main categories: empirical methods,
pixel unmixing models, and machine learning methods. Usually,
the empirical method estimates FVC values by calculating the
regression relationship between FVC and reflectance of spe-
cific bands or vegetation indices, which presents satisfactory
performance at small region for specific vegetation types [30].
However, the established empirical models have great uncer-
tainties when they are applied at a large region, because the
relationship is changed with various vegetation types and land
conditions [31]. For pixel unmixing models, a basic assumption
is that each pixel is composed of several components, referred to
as endmembers, and the proportion of green vegetation compo-
nents is considered as the corresponding FVC value [32]. With
clear physical assumptions, pixel unmixing models are easy
to understand and widely used for FVC estimation [31], [33].
However, due to the complex land surface conditions and com-
plex spectral characteristics of various land objects over large
region, it is difficult to determine the representative endmembers
[34]. As for machine learning methods, FVC estimation models
are built based on high-quality training samples. With stable
computational efficiency and reliability for nonlinear fitting
problems, machine learning methods, like artificial neural net-
works, MARS, and support vector regression, have been widely
used in FVC product generation and land surface parameters
retrieval, especially over large scales [4], [35]–[38].

Although the existing methods mentioned above have
achieved a certain degree of accuracy in FVC estimation, a
significant limitation of these methods is that they only employ
the instantaneous reflectance or vegetation indices as input data
during the FVC estimation process [39], [40]. Therefore, these
methods insufficiently utilize the temporal characteristics and
ignore the correlation in the vegetation growth over different
stages, which is significant information for vegetation parameter
estimation. In addition, these methods are also easily influenced
by clouds, aerosols, and water vapor, which could increase the
uncertainties of instantaneous remote sensing data and further
reduce the accuracy of FVC estimation [21], [41]. To address this
issue, in 2016, Wang et al. [40] proposed a dynamic Bayesian
network (DBN) method using a statistical crop growth model
to extract the crop phonological information to estimate FVC
from MODIS reflectance data, and indicated the effectiveness
of vegetation growth information on improving FVC estimation
accuracy. However, this method requires various field survey
data to build the crop growth model, which contains the whole
time period of vegetation growth.

Currently, time series satellite data containing temporal in-
formation provide the potential to use vegetation growth in-
formation during FVC estimation processes [42], [43]. In ad-
dition, recurrent neural network (RNN), an important branch
of deep learning family, has been introduced into the remote
sensing community and achieved promising results in hyper-
spectral image classification, crop yield prediction, and land
cover change detection [44]–[46]. Generally, RNN is a powerful
neural network that can solve the sequence learning problem
using recurrent connections between neural activations over
consecutive time steps [44], [47]. According to the sequen-
tial time series samples of input and output data, an RNN
can effectively sense contextual information and characterize
the connection correlation [48]–[50]. Moreover, to solve the
vanishing and exploding gradient problems, long short-term
memory (LSTM) is proposed to replace the recurrent hidden
node memory cell in the RNN [47], [51], [52], which achieved
excellent performance on deep sequence learning problems [53],
[54]. Therefore, it is reasonable to explore the RNN-LSTM
method for FVC estimation, which could effectively extract the
vegetation growth information from time series remote sensing
data and improve FVC estimation accuracy. According to the
characteristic information of vegetation growth, this approach
also has potential to weaken the influence of external factors
(such as cloud and aerosol contamination) and further improve
the robustness of the proposed method.

Therefore, to further improve the spatial resolution of GLASS
FVC product, a novel time series FVC estimation algorithm
was developed for MODIS 250 m reflectance data using RNN
method. In this study, the RNN-LSTM method was adopted
to explore the vegetation growth characteristics and incorporate
this information into FVC estimation based on the multitemporal
MODIS 250 m reflectance and GLASS FVC data. To assess
the performance of the proposed method, two popular machine
learning methods, including back propagation neural networks
(BPNN) and MARS, were also trained and compared with the
RNN-LSTM FVC estimation method. Furthermore, the FVC
estimations from different methods were also validated using
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Fig. 1. Geographical location and land cover types of the study area.

high-quality reference FVC data, which were generated by
the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflectance
Radiometer (ASTER) data in the Heihe area.

II. STUDY AREA AND DATA

A. Study Area

The study area is located in mid-west area of China, and
it covers approximately 144 million km2. Fig. 1 shows the
geographic location and land cover types of this study area. The
terrestrial ecoregions of this area contain montane grasslands
and shrublands, Mediterranean forests, woodlands, and scrub
[55]. The annual mean temperature and precipitation of this
region are 4.1 °C – 8.3 °C and 197 mm, respectively. There
are various vegetation types including grass, crops, and woody
whose growing seasons are concentrated from May to Septem-
ber in this area.

B. MODIS Data

In this study, MODIS 250 m reflectance data (MOD09Q1,
Collection 6) were used as input data for the RNN-LSTM FVC
estimation. The MOD09Q1 data are generated from the MODIS-
Terra, which is composed of the best observations by Terra
during an 8-day interval and considers the overall pixel quality
and observational coverage with sinusoidal grid projection [56].
To extract the complete growth characteristics of the vegetation,
the whole year reflectance data (2012) of MOD09Q1 were used
as time series data for model training. The reflectance data of
red (Band 1, 620–670 nm) and NIR (Band 2, 841–876 nm)
bands, which had strong sensitivity to vegetation growing state,
were selected for FVC estimation [1], [57]. Usually, the seasonal
variations and characteristics for different vegetation types are

Fig. 2. Geographical location and land cover types of the reference.

different. Thus, the corresponding MODIS land cover data
(MCD12Q1, International Geosphere–Biosphere Programme,
IGBP) in 2012, were also adopted to discriminate the vegetation
types over this study area [58], [59].

C. GLASS FVC Data

The GLASS FVC product is generated from MODIS data
(MOD09A1) with the MARS method, which is trained using
global distributed high spatial resolution sample data generated
from Landsat data [1], [29]. The spatial and temporal resolutions
of GLASS FVC product are 500 m and 8 days, respectively. Ac-
cording to global-scale comparison and field validation studies,
the GLASS FVC product presents outstanding spatial-temporal
continuities and reliable accuracy [28]. Thus, the GLASS FVC
data, which were used as the targeted FVC values in training
samples, are a suitable choice to develop the RNN-LSTM FVC
estimation algorithm. Currently, the GLASS FVC data have been
released in the National Earth System Science Data Center.1

D. Reference FVC Data in the Heihe Region

To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, an inde-
pendent validation was conducted in the Heihe area, which was
located at 38°52′7.5′′N and 100°22′10′′E and covered approx-
imately 36 km2 (see Fig. 2) [57], [60]. Generally, the terrain
of this region is relatively flat and mainly covered by different
kinds of crops. To obtain reliable reference FVC data, Mu et al.
[61] built an empirical model based on high-spatial-resolution
ASTER reflectance data and field FVC measurements. These
field FVC measurements were collected from May to September
2012, which covered the whole growing season of these crops in
this region. During the ground survey, 22 sampling sites approx-
imately 10 × 10 m in size were selected from this area. Then,
nine digital photographs were taken along with two diagonals at
each squared sampling site. The FVC value of each photograph
was calculated using the Gaussian simulation and segmentation
method of the Commission International de L′Eclairage (CIE)
Lab color space [62]. Furthermore, the average FVC estimation
from these photographs was considered to be the ground FVC

1Online. [Available]: http://www.geodata.cn/thematicView/GLASS.html

http://www.geodata.cn/thematicView/GLASS.html
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the RNN-LSTM FVC estimation algorithm.

value of this sampling site. Finally, an empirical transfer function
(1) was built based on these ground FVC measurements and the
corresponding normalized DVI (NDVI) values derived from the
ASTER reflectance data. In this study, the ASTER data of 30th
May, 15th June, 10th July, 2nd August, 11th August, and 18th
August were used to generate high spatial resolution reference
FVC data, which were adopted for the accuracy validation of
the proposed algorithm

FV C = (a∗NDV I + b)k (1)

where a, b, and k were coefficients of the transfer function which
could be determined through the ground FVC measurements and
their corresponding NDVI data over these sample sites.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this study, the RNN-LSTM method was applied to mul-
titemporal remote sensing data for FVC estimation and Fig. 3
shows the flowchart of this study. First, a cloud detection method
was adopted to remove the abnormal values in the MODIS
reflectance data, which were affected by the atmosphere and
aerosols [63]. Then, a downscaling approach was used to de-
compose the GLASS FVC data to get the same spatial resolution
as MODIS reflectance data [64]. Next, the sequence samples of
different vegetation types were extracted according to MODIS
land cover data, which were further refined based on the approx-
imately linear relationship between NDVI and FVC data [1]. To
ensure the continuity of the FVC estimation, the Savitzky–Golay
(SG) filter was used to smooth the refined GLASS FVC data.
The samples were randomly divided into two parts. One part,
with about 80%, was used to train the RNN-LSTM, BPNN
and MARS models, and the remaining one was used to assess
the theoretical performances of the trained models. Finally,
reference FVC data from Heihe area were adopted to further
evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm.

In this study, the RNN-LSTM model was trained using
TensorFlow framework, which was implemented on the Linux

computer server with Tesla V100 PCIe GPU and 16-GB mem-
ory. The BPNN and MARS models were implemented using
MATLAB 2015b, which was run on the computer with Intel (R)
Core (TM) i7-3770 CPU and 16-GB memory. Particularly, the
ARESLab toolbox2 was adopted to develop the MARS FVC
estimation algorithm [65], [66].

A. Data Preprocessing for MODIS Reflectance and GLASS
FVC Data

1) Preprocessing of MODIS Reflectance Data: Because of
the contamination from residual clouds and shadows, abnormal
values might exist in MODIS reflectance data, which would
cause spatial-temporal inconsistencies in FVC estimation. In
this study, a cloud detection method, time series cloud detection
(TSCD), was adopted to the MODIS reflectance data as a pre-
processing operation [63]. In this process, the threshold value
method was first used to find the clear-sky reference pixels and
the remaining pixels were initially labeled as clouds. Because
snow usually presented similar reflectance to clouds, confusions
of snow and cloud pixels might exist in the initial labeled clouds.
Therefore, based on the different reflectance characteristics be-
tween snow and cloud on visible and near-infrared (VNIR), and
shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands, the MODIS snow mask was
refined and used to further discriminate the snow pixels from
the initially labeled cloud pixels. Then, these finally labeled
cloud contaminated pixels were removed. Next, SG filter method
was used based on the clear-sky pixels to fill the removed data.
Generally, the SG filter is a polynomial fitting method based
on local characteristics of curves and widely used to smooth the
time series data [67]. Equation 2 presents the operating principle
of SG filter [68]. Finally, continuous and smooth reflectance
data were obtained and used to develop the RNN-LSTM FVC
estimation algorithm

Y ∗
j =

∑i=m
i=−m CiYi+i

N
(2)

where Y is the original time serious data, Y ∗ is the smoothed
data, Ci is the ith correlation coefficient, and the size of smooth
window is 2∗m+1.

2) Decomposition of GLASS FVC: Because of the discrep-
ancy of spatial resolution between GLASS FVC and MODIS
reflectance data, a downscaling approach was used to decompose
the GLASS FVC data in this study [64]. Inspired by the pixel
unmixing model, this downscaling approach assumed that each
coarse resolution FVC pixel was a linear combination of finer
resolution FVC pixels and that all the finer resolution pixels
contained in the same coarse resolution pixel were regarded as
endmembers of the coarse resolution pixel. The weight of each
endmember can be determined by the vegetation growth status.
As a popular vegetation index for vegetation growth description,
the NDVI was used as the weights of the endmembers in the
decomposition process [64]. Fig. 4 shows the diagram of the
decomposition approach for GLASS FVC data. First, the NDVI
values were derived from the preprocessed MODIS reflectance

2Online. [Available]: http://www.cs.rtu.lv/jekabsons/regression.html

http://www.cs.rtu.lv/jekabsons/regression.html
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Fig. 4. Flow diagram of the GLASS FVC decomposition approach.

data shown as yellow squares in Fig. 4. In addition, the GLASS
FVC was resampled to a 250 × 250 m spatial resolution using
bilinear resampling strategy. Then, a moving window with 3× 3
size, showed as the red box in Fig. 4, started to match the
resampled GLASS FVC data pixel by pixel. During this process,
the central pixel value of the moving window was calculated
using (3), which was treated as the decomposed FVC value. To
reduce the interference from nonvegetation, pixels with NDVI
values below 0.05 were regarded as nonvegetation and excluded
from this decomposition process. Finally, the decomposed FVC
data were used to generate the training samples

FVCC =
NDVIC

∑M
i=1 fvci∑M

i=1 ndvii
(3)

where FVCC is the decomposed FVC value of the central pixel
and NDVIC is the corresponding NDVI value.M is the number
of valid vegetation endmembers within the moving window, and
fvci and ndvii represent the resampled FVC and NDVI values,

respectively.

B. Extraction and Refinement of Training Samples

Usually, the seasonal characteristics and statements of dif-
ferent vegetation types vary. Thus, it is essential to build the
corresponding FVC estimation models for different vegetation
types. In this study, the training samples, which contain the
reflectance (red and NIR bands) and targeted FVC values derived
from the refined MODIS and decomposed GLASS data, were
extracted based on MODIS land cover data. With the statistical
information of this study area (see Table I), three main types of
vegetation (grass, crops, and open shrublands) were selected
to develop the RNN-LSTM FVC estimation method in this
study. As for the other types of vegetation, such as evergreen
needleleaf forests, deciduous broadleaf forests, mixed forests,
etc., as shown in Table I, the model training process was not
conducted because of their limited numbers of pixels. During
this process, sample pixels of the adopted three vegetation types
were selected randomly.

To cover the entire growing season, the sequence reflectance
data (red and NIR bands) and GLASS FVC in 2012 for these
selected pixels were extracted. Although careful preprocessing
was conducted for the MODIS reflectance data and GLASS

TABLE I
STATISTICAL INFORMATION OF THE DIFFERENT VEGETATION TYPES OVER THE

STUDY AREA

FVC product, some abnormal values might still exist, which
would exert a negative impact on the FVC estimation accuracy.
Thus, a further refinement operation was conducted to refine
these training samples. First, the sequence absolute values of
the difference data between the FVC and NDVI over these
selected pixels were calculated. Based on the approximately
linear relationship between the NDVI and FVC, a threshold
value of 0.25 was set during this refinement process. The
abnormal pixels, which contained values greater than 0.25 over
the sequence absolute data, were removed from the training
samples. Additionally, an SG filter was adopted to smooth the
sequence FVC data. These processes could effectively improve
the reliability of the sample data.

C. FVC Estimation Methods

As an extension of traditional neural networks, RNNs have
been widely used to address sequence learning problems, and
they have achieved good performance in computer vision and
remote sensing image interpretations [52], [69], [70]. Generally,
an RNN is a feedback forward network with a recurrent unit used
to connect the neuron across time, which allows the sharing of
parameters across time indexes [52], [71]. In practice, vanishing
and exploding gradient problems usually occur in RNNs when
they are applied to deep sequence data [72], [73]. To address
this problem, LSTM, which modified the structure of the RNN
by incorporating self-connected “gates” in the hidden units,
was proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [51]. With these
“gates,” LSTM is able to collect the relevant information and
remove the irrelevant information from deep sequence data [74].

With rigorous preprocessing and refinement for the sequence
samples, three RNN-LSTM FVC estimation models for open
shrublands, grasslands and croplands were built and utilized to
generate regional FVC estimation. The flowchart of the proposed
algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. In this study, the number of LSTM
cell is 46, and 3 hidden layers are set in each cell, which has
100, 50, and 50 hidden connection nodes, respectively. The
optimizer is “adam,” training epoch is 500, and learning rate is
0.001. All these optimal values of RNN-LSTM were determined
by evaluating the performance of RNN-LSTM model-based R2

and the root-mean-square error (rmse) indices under different
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of the RNN-LSTM network for FVC estimation.

values. With these time series remote sensing data, the sequence
reflectance data (red and NIR) of each pixel were extracted and
fed into the RNN-LSTM network as input data. The output of
this algorithm was the sequent FVC estimations, which had the
same temporal coverage as the input data.

The BPNN and MARS models were carried out based on
MATLAB platform. For BPNN model, the number of hidden
layer and nodes could affect the performance of output data.
These two parameters were determined by adjusting the values
of these two parameters and evaluating the performance of
output FVC estimation. After carefully assessment, the optimal
number of hidden layer was 2 and the node numbers of each
hidden layer are 15 and 8, respectively. The author in [75]
provides the detailed information about ARESLab operation for
building MARS model. The MARS model was built with the
form of the following:

f(x) =
k∑

i=1

ciBi(x) (4)

{
max(0, x− c), x− c > 0
max(0, c− x), c− x > 0

(5)

where f(x) is the corresponding estimation, ci is a constant
coefficient, x is the input vector data, Bi(x) is the piecewise
linear basis function. Each piecewise linear basis function was
calculated as (5). c is the knot parameter. For MARS model, the
key parameters include the knot parameter and number of max
basic functions. In this study, we selected the optimal values
of these two parameters by valuating the performance of FVC
estimation with different parameter values. The final number of
basic functions was 21 and the knot content was 3.

IV. RESULTS

A. MODIS Reflectance Data Process

After preprocessing using the TSCD method, the sequence
MODIS reflectance data were extracted and evaluated by com-
paring them with the initial reflectance data. Fig. 6 shows the
temporal profiles of the MODIS reflectance data in the red
and NIR bands and the NDVI before and after processing over

TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TRAINING SAMPLES IN THIS STUDY

different types of vegetation. Obviously, there were some abnor-
malities over the initial reflectance data, which showed a sudden
variation and would create uncertainties for FVC estimation.
Correspondingly, the temporal profiles of the preprocessed data
presented smooth variations over time and good consistency
with the vegetation growth cycles. Thus, the adopted cloud
detection method was capable of addressing the contaminated
values in MODIS reflectance data. Moreover, this operation
effectively improved the quality of MODIS reflectance data,
which is crucial for the accuracy of FVC estimation.

B. Training Samples

After careful preprocessing and refinement, high-quality
training samples over different types of vegetation were ob-
tained. Fig. 7 shows the density scatter plots between the NDVI
and FVC of the training samples over different vegetation types.
Generally, the distributions of the FVC values were consis-
tent with the corresponding characteristics of the vegetation
types. And the approximately linear relationship between the
FVC and NDVI further supported the reliability of the training
samples. Moreover, the total number of refined samples and
the distribution for training and test processing are shown in
Table II. For each vegetation type, over 80% of the sample data
were randomly selected for model training, and the remaining
data were used to evaluate the theoretical performance of the
proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 6. Temporal profiles of the MODIS reflectance data of the red and NIR bands and the NDVI before and after preprocessing for different types of vegetation.

Fig. 7. Density scatter plots of the NDVI from the reconstructed MODIS
reflectance data and the refined GLASS FVC of training samples over different
vegetation types.

TABLE III
THEORETICAL PERFORMANCES OF THE THREE METHODS

C. Theoretical Performance Validation

Using the high-quality sample data, different FVC estimation
methods were trained over these three types of vegetation. The
results of the theoretical performance validation using the test
samples are shown in Table III. According to the common
assessment indices, including the R-squared (R2) and rmse,
the FVC estimated by the proposed method presented higher

accuracy than the BPNN and MARS FVC estimation, which
was generated only from the single temporal data. Furthermore,
RNN-LSTM FVC estimation also achieved good consistency
with the GLASS FVC data. In open shrublands, the proposed
algorithm significantly improved the accuracy of the FVC esti-
mation by increasing the R2 about 0.12 and 0.36 compared with
the BPNN and MARS methods, respectively. For grasslands, the
accuracy increments of the RNN-LSTM FVC using the rmse and
R2 were approximately 0.007 and 0.03, respectively, compared
to the BPNN FVC, and 0.0114 and 0.04, respectively, compared
to the MARS FVC. For croplands, the rmse of the RNN-LSTM
FVC was reduced by 0.0137 and 0.016 compared with the BPNN
and MARS FVC, respectively. According to these satisfactory
results, the proposed method has the potential to estimate FVC
with reliable accuracy.

D. Spatial-Temporal Comparisons

To assess the spatial performance of the proposed method, the
RNN-LSTM FVC estimation of this study area was compared
with the corresponding GLASS FVC data. Fig. 8 shows the
spatial maps of the RNN-LSTM FVC and GLASS FVC data
(DOY = 209). To ensure the spatial completeness of the RNN-
LSTM FVC map, the FVC values for nonvegetation pixels,
including urban and built-up lands, permanent snow and ice,
barren lands, and water bodies, were set to zero. The FVC values
for pixels covered by vegetation (evergreen needleleaf forests,
deciduous broadleaf forests, mixed forests, open shrublands,
hoody savannas, savannas, and permanent wetlands) were filled
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Fig. 8. Spatial distributions and detailed information of the GLASS FVC and
RNN-LSTM FVC data over the study area (DOY = 209).

with the decomposed GLASS FVC, respectively. Generally,
good spatial agreements between the RNN-LSTM FVC and
GLASS FVC were observed in Fig. 8. Furthermore, the spatial
distributions of the RNN-LSTM map were consistent with the
corresponding vegetation types according to the MODIS land
cover data. For example, high FVC values were found over
the northeast and southeast regions, which were covered by
dense crops and grass. The southwestern area, mainly covered by
sporadic open shrublands, grasslands and barren land, showed
low FVC values. These results indicated that the proposed
method could effectively obtain regional FVC estimation maps
with reliable integrity and continuity in both temporal and
spatial domains. According to the enlarged map in the local
area, the RNN-LSTM FVC map, which benefitted from the
improved spatial resolution, presented more detailed spatial
variation information about the transitional zones over different
land types and better spatial continuity than the GLASS FVC
product. Moreover, the spatially smooth transition over different
vegetation types of the RNN-LSTM FVC map indicated that the
proposed method had enormous potential to conduct large-scale
FVC product generation.

To evaluate the temporal performance of the proposed al-
gorithm, the FVC temporal profiles of the RNN-LSTM FVC
over different vegetation types were extracted and compared
with the corresponding BPNN FVC, MARS FVC, and GLASS
FVC products (see Fig. 9). Overall, the varying magnitudes and
seasonal variations of the RNN-LSTM FVC data were consistent
with the corresponding vegetation types. For example, low FVC
values were shown in the RNN-LSTM FVC data for open
shrublands over the whole year, except for a slight increase in
July and August [see Fig. 9(a) and (b)]. Moreover, clear seasonal
changes were observed in the RNN-LSTM FVC for grass and
crop vegetation during their growth periods [see Fig. 9(c)–(f)].

Fig. 9. Temporal profiles of FVC derived by RNN-LSTM, BPNN, and MARS,
and GLASS FVC for open shrublands, grasslands, and croplands in this study
area.

Fig. 10. Scatterplots between the FVC estimations from different methods
and the reference data.

These results indicated that the proposed algorithm was effective
at describing the temporal characteristics of vegetation growth.
Compared with the BPNN and MARS FVC data, these temporal
profiles of the RNN-LSTM FVC were closer to the GLASS FVC
data, especially at the peak range, which indicated the satisfying
temporal consistency between RNN-LSTM FVC and GLASS
FVC data. Moreover, the temporal profiles of the RNN-LSTM
FVC showed steady variation over time. However, clear fluctu-
ations, which were mainly caused by atmospheric factors and
radiation error, were observed in the temporal profiles of the
BPNN and MARS FVC data. Based on these results, the pro-
posed algorithm can successfully reduce the effects of external
factors and improve the temporal continuity of FVC estimation.

E. Accuracy Validation

To quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of the proposed al-
gorithm, the FVC estimations generated by these three methods
were directly compared with the reference FVC data in the Heihe
area. Due to the inconsistency of the obtained dates between the
FVC estimation and these reference data, the bilinear interpola-
tion method was used to calculate the FVC values on the given
dates corresponding to the reference FVC data. The scatterplots
of the FVC estimation generated by different methods and the
reference FVC values are shown in Fig. 10. Generally, these FVC
estimations showed good linear relationships with the reference
FVC data, and they approach the 1:1 line. In addition, clear
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Fig. 11. Partial enlargement map of (a) the GLASS FVC, (b) before processing
the RNN-LSTM FVC, (c) after processing the RNN-LSTM FVC, and (d) the
MODIS land cover data.

improvements in the FVC estimation accuracy were found in
the RNN-LSRM FVC (R2 = 0.8081, rmse = 0.0951) compared
with the BPNN FVC (R2 = 0.7320, rmse = 0.1127) and the
MARS FVC (R2 = 0.7361, rmse = 0.1117). Moreover, the
splattering over low values showed a better concentration, which
might benefit from the strong robustness of the RNN-LSTM
method for noisy data. These results further indicated that the
developed algorithm was capable of generating FVC estimations
with reliable accuracy.

V. DISCUSSION

This study proposed a MODIS 250 m FVC estimation algo-
rithm based on the RNN-LSTM method, which could improve
the spatial resolution of the GLASS FVC product. This method
was capable of extracting the vegetation growth information,
which was a significant feature for describing the vegetation
state, and incorporate it into time series FVC estimation. Com-
pared to the three common methods of FVC estimation, which
only adopted single temporal remote sensing data, this algorithm
could effectively reduce the uncertainties caused by clouds,
aerosols, and water vapors. In addition, the FVC estimates by
the proposed method presented better consistency to the real
vegetation state under the natural condition. As a consequence,
the proposed method could further improve the temporal con-
sistency and accuracy of FVC estimation. Furthermore, in the
partial enlargement maps of the RNN-LSTM FVC (see Figs. 8
and 11), no clear boundary was found over different vegetation
types, and the spatial distribution showed excellent continuity,
which supported the capacity of the proposed algorithm for
large-scale FVC estimation.

In this study, the MCD12Q1 data were adopted as background
knowledge to identify the different vegetation types. However,
the spatial resolution of MCD12Q1 (500m) does not match the
MOD09Q1 data. In practice, the four MOD09Q1 pixels con-
tained by one MCD12Q1 pixel were classified as the same land
type of MCD12Q1 in this study. Therefore, there might be some
misclassification because of the difference of spatial resolutions
between the MCD12Q1 and MOD09Q1 data [76]–[78]. For
example, one finer pixel, which was actually covered by barren,
might be labeled as grassland at a coarse spatial resolution
because it was surrounded by grassy pixels, which would cause
considerable errors on FVC estimation. For the spatial-temporal
comparisons result, a clearly abnormal pixel was found in the
spatial RNN-LSTM FVC estimation map (see the black circle
in Fig. 11), which had a particularly higher FVC value than the
surrounding pixels. To maintain the spatial continuity, a 5 × 5
moving window was used to identify and solve these abnormal
pixels in this study. In this process, the mean FVC value f̄ and
variance θ were calculated based on the vegetation pixels in this
moving window. In addition, the FVC value of the central pixel,
which is out of the f̄ ± 3θ coverage, is identified as an abnormal
value and replaced by f . Our further work will consider finer
land cover data to identify the vegetation types and avoid this
error.

In addition, complete annual MODIS reflectance data with 46
images (in 2012) were selected as the time series input data for
RNN-LSTM model. Consequently, large amount of computa-
tion occurred in model training and FVC generation because of
the high dimension of input data. To solve this problem, a highly
configured computer server was used to conduct the experiment
in this study. Furthermore, there are also potential methods
which could be adopted to integrate the temporal information
into FVC estimation, such as graph neural network (GNN) [79],
[80] and 1-D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [81]. There-
fore, the performance of these methods would be investigated
on FVC estimation in the further work.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, a novel FVC estimation algorithm based on
the RNN-LSTM method was developed for MODIS 250 m
reflectance data. According to the spatial-temporal validation,
the proposed method was capable of estimating the FVC with
reliable continuity in space and time. In particular, this method
could effectively reduce the influence of atmosphere and radia-
tion errors, which was a distinct advantage compared with other
FVC estimation methods that only use instantaneous remote
sensing data. Furthermore, based on the theoretical performance
validation and case study in the Heihe area, improved FVC
estimation accuracy was achieved by the proposed method com-
pared with the BPNN and MARS methods.

For future work, there are three potential directions. The first
one is expanding the proposed algorithm over large/global scales
and conducting extensive assessments for its performance with
various vegetation types. The second one is how to extract the
spatial information from the sequence remote sensing data and
investigate its performance when incorporating it into the FVC
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estimation. This study mainly focused on the temporal-spectral
information for FVC estimation and neglected the spatial rel-
evance between the neighboring pixels. However, the spatial
characteristics are also important information to descript the
vegetation growth state. Recently, the CNN, which is an effective
means to learn the spatial correlations of remote sensing data, has
become a popular method for change detection and land cover
classification [82]–[84]. Therefore, the combination of CNN
and RNN for sequence FVC estimation would be a promising
future direction. Finally, image fusion techniques have been
widely used to acquire remote sensing data with high spatial and
temporal resolutions [85]–[88], and generating FVC estimation
with finer spatial and temporal resolutions based on image fusion
techniques is also the further work of this study.
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